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Lots of information from many 
sources

You just want to know if things 
are working!



Monitoring is not required, but is essential

A Batch/Grid/Data handling will operate without good 
monitoring
... but it'll be frustrating!
Monitoring is essential for a smooth running system and 
(potentially) happier users
Monitoring is essential for the operations team and 
management



As an experimenter, what do you want to know?

Should I submit my jobs now?
Is the system working?
Is the system too busy?

Once jobs are submitted, you want to track their progress
State (queued, running, completed, failed, unable to 
start, zombied, mysteriously disappeared)
For queued jobs, what is your position in the queue? 
How much longer will you wait?
For running jobs, are they progressing normally? E.g. 
are they stuck waiting for data? Infinite loop? How much 
CPU are they taking?
For completed jobs, did they finish successfully? Did 
they store output? How much data did they read, write?



As an experimenter, what do you want to know?

Receive summary information when jobs from a submission 
complete
You also want to look at other people's jobs

Are jobs at this site working or having problems like my 
jobs?
Is a user hogging resources at a site?
Is an experiment hogging resources at a site?



As an operator, what do you want to know?

"Operators" are REX operations (front-line support) and 
management (not admins)
Is the system working? Are jobs running successfully? Data 
flowing to jobs?
If jobs are failing: Impact? Distribution of errors? Timing and 
location of failed jobs? 
If data handling is failing: (same as above)
Are resources being utilized effectively? Are there lots of 
low efficiency jobs?
Is anyone hogging resources?
Historical information



Requirements should fulfill those use cases

Site specific information (slots, downtimes)
Job information (What jobs are in what states? Efficiency, 
Job start/stop times, Job exits)
Data handling information (Tape requests, File requests, 
Delivery times/errors)
Individual job information (job info, including access to job 
logs and real-time VM info, file info, efficiency)



Requirements should fulfill those use cases

Very flexible viewing options
Tables with multi-level selection and multi-level sorting
Historical strip charts with selectable information and 
overlays

Access requirements
Accessible on the web from offsite (or with VPN if 
absolutely required)

Perhaps access to the underlying database for special 
investigations



Examples of job monitoring...

Note the scope of the monitoring



Condor-view (if05)

Good for operators, good to determine state of system



Fermigrid Monitoring



OSG Monitoring (Gratia Accounting)



LHC Dashboard (dashboard.cern.ch)



CMS current information



CMS current information



CMS historical information



DØ Data Handling Monitoring (SAM)



DØ Data Handling Monitoring (SAM)



CDF CAF Monitor



CDF CAF Monitor History



CDF CAF Monitor Job Table



CDF CAF Monitor Job Detail



CDF CAF Monitor Node Detail



CDF CAF Monitor Section (subjob) Detail



Monitoring systems are hard to write (well)

There is no "one system does all" system
Need to pool information from lots of sources;
or view many separate monitoring systems
Specific monitoring serves different purposes

Grid accounting (Gratia)
Grid site (Fermigrid, if Condor-view)
Data Handling (SAM monitoring)
Experiment monitoring (CMS-dashboard, CAF)

Flexible and easy display of the data is also important



What monitoring system do we want?

For users, a CAF/CMS system looks to be closest to what we want
Short term - Might try to get CAF monitoring working for IF
Medium term, long term - Don't know
The CD has had ideas about monitoring solutions, but it's hard
Incorporating all of the pieces is hard (typically data handling is 
missing)
Should writing/maintaining a monitoring system be in the REX 
strategic plan?
The dream - a thin layer to glue monitoring "products" together into 
one coherent system. How can this become a reality?


